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a message from Director Jef Peterson

Features
Minnegram welcomes Shore to Shore readers

Welcome to the inaugural issue of the combined newsletter of Shore to Shore and Minnegram. The integrated quarterly

newsletter is emblematic of the partnership between the Water Resources Center and the Extension Water Team. Both are

committed to sound water research and programing to educate Minnesota citizens about their water resources. Shore to

Shore and Minnegram are key components in communication of the work of Extension, the WRC and the Water Resources

Science graduate program. 

2017 NIWR grant awardees showcase diversity of water research

The USGS-funded NIWR 2017 grant competition yielded three project awardees, announced earlier this year. Funding is

available to researchers (pending Congressional budget action later this year) through WRC's selection process, which

chooses from submitted competent applied and peer reviewed research submissions each November. This year's grants

highlight methods to mitigate nitrogen and phosphorus from drain tile, open source monitoring of turbidity in surface water

and tes the efcacy of bufer srips in deterring the export of organic matter and the resulting algal blooms.

Citizen involvement makes Otter Tail River watershed a better place  

by Karen Terry UMN Extension Water Team

There are a lot of cool things happening in the Otter Tail River Watershed: sate and local entities are in the early sages of

the developing the Watershed Resoration and Protection Strategy (WRAPS), the Otter Tail River Watershed Civic

Engagement Cohort is wrapping up, and the inaugural Aqua Chautauqua will take place this summer.

Adaptive Management for De-icing in Minnesota

by Larry Baker, WRS faculty, BBE

Road salt use has increased in the U.S. by fve-fold since the 1960s. Contamination from road salt has become one of the

mos serious urban pollutants for cities in cold climates.

Did you know University of Minnesota Extension partners with the Water Resources Center?

by Mike Schmitt, associate dean, Extension and CFANS

As part of the University of Minnesota, Extension brings University research and education that improves economic, social

and environmental conditions to all of Minnesota. Both Extension and the Water Resources Center are committed to

improving water quality through research and education. By partnering together, both organizations have been able to

maximize expertise and engage sakeholders to achieve our mutual goals.

News
*Minnesota Water Resources Conference Call for Absracts*

Job posing: Associate Director, Water Resources Center

http://cce.umn.edu/minnesota-water-resources-conference/call-for-abstracts
https://www.wrc.umn.edu/about-us/jobs
https://www.wrc.umn.edu/about-us/jobs
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Spring 2017 Director's Corner

WRC Director Jef Peterson

We’re pleased to bring you the new Minnegram, a product of growing partnership

between the Water Resources Center (WRC) and the Extension Water

Resources Team (WRT). As in pas Minnegram issues, content will include news

about the WRC and its surrounding faculty-sudent community. This and all future

issues will also contain feature articles previously found in the WRT’s Shore to

Shore newsletter: evidence-based and how-to articles by Extension educators

and their expert collaborators. Our upgraded newsletter brings together two

audiences with common interess and takes advantage of operational efciencies

of the WRC-WRT partnership. Minnegram arrives in your inbox quarterly and is

archived online.

To welcome and orient previous readers of Shore to Shore, we have included a

brief article about the hisory of Minnegram (spoiler alert: the name borrows from

two languages and loosely translates to “water bulletin”).  If you are unfamiliar with the WRC, it is a joint unit of the College of

Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences and University of Minnesota Extension, and is also one of 54 entities

comprising the National Insitutes for Water Resources. More about us, of course, can be found on the WRC website.  

For pas readers of Minnegram who might be unfamiliar with the WRT and Extension’s work on water resources, we are

pleased to include a gues column by Associate Dean Michael Schmitt about Extension's’ role and the partnership with the

WRC. And if you visit the WRT website you can learn even more about the educators on the team and the materials they

have produced for shoreland property owners, recreationiss, conservation and water resource professionals, farmers, and

others.
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On a fnal note, I’d like to dedicate this issue of the Minnegram to my colleague Faye Sleeper. Faye is retiring this month

from her current position as WRC associate director and program leader of the WRT. Forging the WRC-WRT partnership is

only one of the mos recent impacts Faye has made in her ten years working for the WRC and Extension. I’ll be grateful for

that among a long lis of contributions she made here, a brief summary of which is provided in our Community News section.

Chris Hansen, Minnegram editor, recently sat down for an interview with Faye to refect on her career of public service. You

can look forward to seeing an article about that conversation in our summer issue.

I hope your spring is enjoyable and is enriched by some of Minnesota’s unique water resources.
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Minnegram welcomes Shore to Shore readers
Welcome to the inaugural issue of the combined newsletter of Shore to Shore and Minnegram. The integrated quarterly

newsletter is emblematic of the partnership between the Water Resources Center and the Extension Water Team. Both are

committed to sound water research and programing to educate Minnesota citizens about their water resources. Shore to

Shore and Minnegram are key components in communication of the work of Extension, the WRC and the Water Resources

Science graduate program.  

Shore to Shore began as informational piece for the Shoreland volunteer program, later expanding to include general water

and environmental topics. Over the pas 20 years, Shore to Shore continued to provide volunteers with monitoring

information, while providing reading for a broader audience, with diverse topics including geese, ice safety and conservation

drainage. Shore to Shore will continue to serve its audience within the Minnegram, with the water team contributing two

features per issue. Find archived Shore to Shore issues here.

Minnegram, a play on words from the Dakota word for water, minne, and the Greek word for letter, gram, has been in

publication in various forms since Al Quie declared the Year of Water Awareness in 1979. What began as a reporting venue

for center research, gradually became a broader publication, showcasing water resource research and programs at large in

the university water community. Regular Minnegram readers can look forward to the new Shore to Shore features, as well as
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continued coverage of USGS-funded research and news about Water Resources Science faculty research, WRS sudents,

publications and upcoming events.

The combined eforts of the Shore to Shore saf and Minnegram editors will continue to highlight the research, scholarship,

policy issues and events that will move Minnesota further into a future of clean water for generations to come.
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2017 NIWR grant awardees showcase diversity of water
research
The USGS-funded NIWR 2017 grant competition yielded three project awardees, announced earlier this year. Funding is

available to researchers (pending Congressional budget action later this year) through WRC’s selection process, which

chooses from submitted competent applied and peer reviewed research submissions each November. This year’s grants

highlight methods to mitigate nitrogen and phosphorus from drain tile, open source monitoring of turbidity in surface water

and tes the efcacy of bufer srips in deterring the export of organic matter and the resulting algal blooms.

Invesigation of a novel approach to mitigate nitrogen and phosphorus from tile drainage

PI Jef Strock and a team of researchers from the UMN have designed a novel bioreactor which when insalled in agricultural

ditches, treats water from subsurface tile drains, removing nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) from the water leaving the farm

felds. Unlike other bioreactors this new version removes both N and P, preventing nutrients from entering surface sreams

and rivers in the Midwes. “This project should lead to greater susainability of agricultural production in Midwesern regions

where corn and soybeans are produced,” said Strock.

Open-Source Turbidity Sensor to Monitor Suspended and Dissolved Matter in Surface Water

“Turbidity is the single mos prevalent form of water

pollution in Minnesota, but measurements of it are

sparse in either space or time,” says Andrew Wickert

(Department of Earth Sciences), lead PI on the project.

Wickert and his co-PIs Diana Karwan (Department of

Fores Resources) and Chad Sandell (Department of

Earth Sciences) intend to develop a low-cos turbidity
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Study area on the Wes Swan River in St. Louis County, MN. Researchers

with the new WSC project add new turbidity measurements to ongoing fow

and water quality measurements and will be developing open source

sensors in this northern Minnesota sream with high dissolved organic

material concentration. Photo credit: D. Karwan

sensor that can diferentiate between dissolved and

suspended loads, help to quantify and mitigate land-

use practices that lead to soil loss, and be easily

deployed across Minnesota and beyond. Laboratory

and feld tesing and deployment of this new sensor will

guide its development, improve monitoring of pos-

logging erosion, and produce immediate data on water

quality in agricultural southern Minnesota. This work will

enable the consruction of large networks of high-quality

turbidity sensors and data loggers. Such networks will

provide valuable information on erosion, land-use

impacts, and water quality. The proposed initial deployment of these sensors will directly beneft Minnesota watershed data

on sediment loads in logging and agricultural regions. These benefts can be summarized in terms of two main \deliverables",

described below in Section 17: to (1) create a low-cos and open-source turbidity sensor that can diferentiate between

suspended and dissolved load and (2) perform high-frequency monitoring of turbidity in the Swan and Le Sueur River

watersheds.

Assessing the role of bufer srips in nutrient and organic matter export and mitigation of harmful algal blooms

In 2015, Minnesota enacted a new law requiring the insallation of vegetative bufer srips along the boundaries of all public

waters and public drainage sysems by 2018 to limit the transport of nutrients from the land into aquatic sysems. PI James

Cotner (Department of Ecology, Evolution and Behavior) hopes his project will inform the shift in land use practices that the

implementation of the law will require. This project will also predict the efectiveness of bufer srips in controlling

eutrophication in nearby sreams and lakes. Eutrophication is a contributing factor in the formation of harmful algal blooms

(HABs), which degrade water quality.

Cotner will sudy ten sysems in agricultural regions of Minnesota, sampling lakes and infow tributaries, measuring the efect

of bufer srips on the export of organic matter downsream.

“Bufer srips are known to be efective traps for inorganic nutrients, but little is known about the composition and reactivity of

organic matter that is transported through these zones. Our work will fll this knowledge gap, and show how planktonic

communities are afected by bufer srips, evaluate the potential for efects on HABs, and describe potential feedbacks that

could either enhance or limit the ability of bufer srips to lessen the impacts of eutrophication,” said Cotner
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Citizen involvement makes Otter Tail River watershed a
better place
By Karen Terry, UMN Extension Water Team

There are a lot of cool things happening in the Otter Tail River Watershed: sate and local entities are in the early sages of

the developing the Watershed Resoration and Protection Strategy (WRAPS), the Otter Tail River Watershed Civic

Engagement Cohort is wrapping up, and the inaugural Aqua Chautauqua will take place this summer.

The Eas Otter Tail Soil and Water Conservation Disrict is serving as the project manager for this WRAPS, a 10-year

process that is happening all over the sate. It begins with intensive biological surveying and data collection throughout the

watershed, including fsh, invertebrates, and water quality.  These data are analyzed, along with information about physical

conditions such as soil types, land use, land slopes, sream channel sability, impervious surface, hydrology and climate.

Models are then developed to help land managers identify the sources of water quality degradation in the watershed.

Citizens are asked to contribute ideas, share their values, and make suggesions, and their input is melded with the collected

data and modeling results to generate a plan to address the problem areas. In addition, the plan identifes areas that are in

prisine or near-prisine condition and protects them. The plan will be implemented, results will be evaluated, and then – 10

years later – the process begins again.

The Otter Tail River Watershed Civic Engagement cohort began las June and will wrap up in May. This yearlong training is

designed to equip participants with the skills and knowledge to efectively draw watershed residents

into the process of addressing water resources issues.

Led by the University of Minnesota’s Leadership and

Civic Engagement team, the 17 participants have

learned and practiced skills ranging from sakeholder
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Extension Educator Karen Terry demonsrates sream processes and

function with attendees at the Governor's Water Summit at Morris in

January 2017.

mapping to the art of asking srong, impactful quesions

to making sure that everyone feels welcome and

included. Cohort participants come from diverse

backgrounds: natural resource saf from the local, sate

and federal levels, farmers, lake association leaders, and

local elected ofcials. They are currently working on the

‘action phase’, during which they select a project and

practice their new-found skills.

The Aqua Chautauqua is a water fesival that will take

place Augus 12 along the Otter Tail River in Fergus

Falls. The concept harkens back to the chautauquas of

days gone by: bringing education, entertainment, and culture to small-town America. Popular in the late 1800s and early

1900s and often characterized by the large tents they set up, chautauquas typically included music, theater, speakers,

demonsrations, religious services, and political ‘sumping.’ Theodore Roosevelt once claimed that chautauquas were “the

mos American thing in America.” The Aqua Chautauqua will be a series of educational speakers, hands-on demonsrations,

interactive sations such as sorytelling, music, theatrical presentations, art displays, recreation, and food, interspersed along

the river through downtown. Unlike old-time chautauquas, which were for adult audiences, the Aqua Chautauqua will be ideal

for families.

What do these three things (WRAPS, Civic Engagement cohort, and Aqua Chautauqua) have in common? They all have the

goal of making the watershed a better place by involving citizens. When citizens have a greater undersanding of the

watershed in which they live and are included in the management of the resources that they all share, they will become

empowered to act in ways that lead to a healthier, more susainable environment for all. 
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Adaptive Management for De-icing in Minnesota
by Larry Baker, WRS faculty, BBE

When I was a kid, school was called of when it snowed and we had the day of to go sled riding down the quarter mile sreet

near our house.  Today, that road would be salted, and schools rarely have “snow days”. 

Unfortunately, road salt has more serious impacts than sealing snow days from our youth.  Road salt use has increased in

the U.S. by fve-fold since the 1960s.  Contamination from road salt has become one of the mos serious urban pollutants for

cities in cold climates. A 2015 MPCA sudy reported that salt use coss $0.4-1.2 billion per year in the Twin Cities, including

coss of salt, labor, and equipment, damage to trees, and corrosion to bridges, pavement, and vehicles.  Beyond the

infrasructure coss, chloride from road salt is toxic to aquatic organisms, causing nearly 80 surface waters in the Twin Cities

region to be designated as “chloride-impaired”(a legal designation) or at high risk for becoming impaired.   Chloride also

moves freely through soils, and hence is also accumulating in groundwater.  For some deep sormwater drains, in the Twin

Cities, chloride concentrations remain at levels toxic to aquatic organisms even in mid-summer, when basefow

(groundwater) dominates the fow.

Removing chloride from meltwater in sorm sewers is not practical, so management mus focus on source reduction –

reducing the amount of chloride (in NaCl) that is applied. This is easier said than done, because de-icing is needed (to some

extent) to enable safe winter travel. The quesion then becomes: what is the minimum amount of road salt needed to both

protect the environment and provide adequate transportation mobility? 

In a new project sponsored by the

Local Roads Research Board,

Bruce Wilson (WRS faculty) and

Larry Baker (WRS faculty), in
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WRS faculty Bruce Wilson and Larry Baker (BBE) collaborated with the city of Edina to reduce the

amount of chloride applied to roadways.

collaboration with the City of Edina

(Ross Bintner and Jessica

Vanderwerf Wilson) proposed using

an adaptive management approach

to solve this problem. The idea

behind adaptive management is to

guide actions through continuous

feedback.  In this case the “action”

is road de-icing, and the feedback

are “meltwater metrics”, such as

melt efciency (gallons of water

melted by a lb of chloride) and event chloride load (lb Cl per event).  The key will be to provide feedback to road crews in

pos-event workshops, to enable continuous learning (adaptation).

One snag in using adaptive management for de-icing operations is measuring fow and chloride concentrations in debris-

laden, corrosive, meltwater fowing into sorm grates under frigid conditions, transmitting data by the minute, with minimal

maintenance.

This problem is being addressed in by three seniors in Bioproducts and Biosysems Engineering (BBE) – Tahni Jungs, Baily

Rockwell and Jef Tierney who are designing a novel sampling sysem to measure meltwater fow and runof and chloride as

part of a Senior Capsone project. Their goal is to develop is a sysem that is both robus and applicable to many urban

watersheds. The sudents are utilizing their environmental engineering backgrounds, including hydraulics, thermodynamics,

and satisics to develop the sampling sysem, aided Assisant Professor Dr. Peter Marchetto, whose research involves

development of novel environmental monitoring sysems.  Their goal is to develop a sysem that could be patented and

licensed to private company, which could produce commercial samplers for other cities.
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Did you know University of Minnesota Extension partners
with the Water Resources Center?
by Mike Schmitt, associate dean, Extension and CFANS

As part of the University of Minnesota, Extension brings University research and education that improves economic, social

and environmental conditions to all of Minnesota. Both Extension and the Water Resources Center are committed to

improving water quality through research and education. By partnering together, both organizations have been able to

maximize expertise and engage sakeholders to achieve our mutual goals.

For many years, Extension’s key involvement with the WRC was through one of its co-directors. In recent years, we have

enhanced the partnership so that our water Extension educators from around the sate have a sronger alignment with the

WRC. The educators appreciate having core research and education personnel in one place on campus, and the educators

report the educational needs from around Minnesota to the Center.

Extension’s educational eforts are targeted through courses and workshops or through social media, websites or other

means. While there are multiple ways to impact water quality in Minnesota, Extension invess in educating people in making

srategic decisions in water management.  

We are proud to be working with Water Resources Center to help improve water quality in Minnesota. 
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Spring 2017 Community News
Jay Ausin’s (LLO, WRS faculty) research was featured in the November 2, 2016 Great Lakes Echo:

“The Great Lakes sit in this sort of gap in between those two, and because of this, logisically they are much more difcult to

sudy,” said Jay Ausin, professor of physics and asronomy at University of Minnesota Duluth’s Large Lakes Observatory.

“There isn’t an in-between solution for sudying the ice on the Great Lakes, so mos of what we know is from satellite data.”

Ausin coauthored a sudy that sought to solve the dilemma and that was published recently in the Journal of Great Lakes

Research. http://greatlakesecho.org/2016/11/02/peering-beneath-great-lakes-ice/

John Gulliver (CE, WRS faculty) gave a keynote presentation, “LID Research in the USA,” at the Technology Advancement

and Case Studies in Low Impact Development Seminar, University of Pusan, Busan, Korea, February 8 – 9, 2017. Gulliver

also participated in the invited panel discussion, “Resilient Communities Project: Facilitating Local Susainability and

Experiential Learning through Community-University Partnerships,” City Engineers Association of Minnesota Conference,

Brooklyn Center, MN, January 25-27, 2017.

Raymond Newman (Fisheries, WRS faculty) was featured in a Star Tribune article: Taking genetics to the lake: New

sudy shows that fght agains invasive plant is more complicated thanks to hybrids. "The battle to protect Minnesota lakes

from invasive species jus got more complicated after researchers on Lake Minnetonka discovered that a certain kind of

watermilfoil is more resisant to herbicide treatments and becoming more abundant."

The Onsite Sewage Treatment Program received a MnDOT grant to invesigate wasewater reuse at safety res areas and

truck sations. The project, which begins July 1, 2017, will evaluate the potential and efectiveness of wasewater reuse at

MnDOT facilities. Researchers will evaluate when reuse makes sense from a regulatory, environmental, economic and

management perspective at truck washing/sorage facilities and safety res areas.  Sampling of various sreams will be done

to identify challenges related to various uses.  Recommendations will be provided on the mos appropriate applications for
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reuse and the challenges with implementation.

Opportunity for Faculty - Community Engaged Scholarship: The U of M Regional Susainable Development Partnerships

(RSDP) seeks University faculty to serve on its regional boards. Tenure-track faculty are especially encouraged to apply.

RSDP boards review and approve community projects seeking University connections, and provide valuable opportunities for

faculty to connect with local innovation and susainable development issues. Recent board members include Dr. David Mulla,

Dept of Soil, Water, and Climate and Dr. Kent Olson, Applied Economics. Issues related to water resources are an important

part of the work of the Partnerships, for example a recent project focused on protecting a cold-water refuge lake in Central

Minnesota. Please consider joining one of our regional boards to support community-University partnerships in addressing

the critical needs of communities in our sate. Learn more in the board application found on the bottom of the RSDP home

page.

Faye Sleeper retired from the Water Resources Center on April 14 after ten years of service. Faye has served in leadership

roles in the WRC and Extension, including as Co-director, Interim Director, and mos recently as Associate Director and

Program Leader of the Extension Water Resources Team. As interim director, she ensured a smooth transition to a new

leadership model, and over the pas two years she has forged a growing partnership between the WRC and the Extension

Water Resources Team. "We will remember Faye  for her capable management of the WRC's training and

Extension/outreach programs, for mentoring saf, and for srengthening connections to external sakeholders," said WRC

director Jef Peterson.

Robert Sterner (EEB UMD, WRS faculty) received the Association for the Sciences of Limnology and Oceanography (ASLO)

Martin award.

The John H. Martin Award recognizes a paper in aquatic sciences that is judged to have had a high impact on subsequent

research in the feld. The 2017 Martin Award is for Algal nutrient limitation and the nutrition of aquatic herbivores by Robert

Sterner and Dag Hessen. Sterner and Hessen (1994) created a major paradigm shift in our undersanding of producer-

consumer interactions and the biogeochemisry of C, N, and P, and is one of the founding contributions to the feld of

Ecological Stoichiometry.
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Spring 2017 Student News
Ellen Cooney presented the Impact of extreme rain events on Lake Superior's biogeochemisry at the AGU Chapman

Conference on Extreme Climate Event Impacts on Aquatic Biogeochemical Cycles and Fluxes in San Juan, Puerto Rico,

January 22-27, 2017. Cooney is advised by Elizabeth Ausin-Minor.

Rachel VanAllen presented Efects of sea level rise and coasal marsh transgression on soil organic matter in a

Chesapeake Bay salt marsh at the AGU fall meeting in San Francisco, CA December 12-16, 2016. VanAllen is advised

by Kathryn Schreiner.

Water Resources Students in Action (WRSIA) helped to organize Shared Water, Shared Responsibility: Engaging

Minnesota’s Communities, Students, & Policy-Makers event March 23 at the Humphrey School of Public Afairs. Co-

sponsored by the University's Humphrey School of Public Afairs' Center for Science, Technology, and Environmental Policy

and the University's Water Resources Center, the event addressed challenges facing clean water and explore how

Minnesotans from all walks of life can play a role in promoting susainable practices.

Inspired by Minnesota Governor Mark Dayton’s Year of Water Action, the event included a reception and poser session on

water research, followed by a panel discussion and Q&A with policy experts.

WRS External Review

The Water Resources Science graduate degree program underwent an external review in October 2017.  The reviewers, Jon

Bartholic, Professor and Director, Insitute for Water Research, Michigan State University, Robyn Hannigan, Founding Dean,

School for the Environment, University of Massachusetts-Boson and James Hurley, Director, Aquatic Sciences Center;

Chair, Environmental Chemisry and Technology Program, University of Wisconsin-Madison, met with faculty and sudents

from both the Twin Cities and Duluth campuses, as well as Deans from the College of Food, Agricultural, and Natural
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Resource Sciences and the Provos.  They prepared a report to acknowledge the program as essential to the University of

Minnesota and to identify suggesed changes to move the program forward.  Faculty and leadership are meeting soon to

discuss next seps.

New WRS faculty: Sara Heger, Onsite Sewage Treatment Program, Susainable Wase Management Engineering, Bruce

Monson, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, areas of interes: Limnology, mercury and emerging contaminants in aquatic

environments and Melissa Mauer-Jones, Department of Chemisry and Biochemisry-Duluth, areas of interes:

Photochemical and microbial degradation of polymers and pollutants in natural water sysems, environmental analytical

chemisry
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Spring 2017 Resources and Publications
Inspiring Action for Nonpoint Source Pollution Control: A Manual for Water Resource Protection

Nelson, P., M. Davenport and T. Kuphal. 2017

Inspiring Action draws upon decades of engagement in conservation management and years of applied research on

conservation behavior. Its guiding principles for inspiring conservation action not only are backed by the lates social science,

but also have been feld-tesed in Minnesota. Conservation resource professionals will fnd the satisics, sories, and

srategies presented useful in project design and evaluation, as well as for leveraging support for conservation

programming. The manual describes a new approach for water resource protection informed by sysems thinking and a

model of community capacity. It then ofers real-world examples and success sories based on the authors’ ongoing work in

Minnesota.

Prediction of lake water temperature, dissolved oxygen, and fsh habitat under changing climate

Missaghi, S., M. Hondzo and W. Herb.

Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht

We applied a three-dimensional lake water quality model to invesigate the infuence of local meteorological conditions on

fsh habitat under one hisorical and two future climate changes scenarios. Compared to the hisorical normal climate

scenario, the averaged surface water temperature increases up to 4 °C and the dissolved oxygen concentration is 1

mgL−1less during the ice-free seasons under the future climate scenarios.

Efect of nonreactive kaolinite on 4-chloronitrobenzene reduction by Fe (II) in goethite–kaolinite heterogeneous

suspensions

Strehlau, J.H., J.D. Schultz, A.M. Vindedahl and W.A  Arnold

Environmental Science 2017
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The kinetics of model contaminant 4-chloronitrobenzene (4-ClNB) reduction by Fe (II) in aqueous suspensions containing

either or both goethite (α-FeOOH) nanoparticles and 

kaolinite (Al2Si2O5 (OH) 4) were quantifed to elucidate the efects of nonreactive clay minerals on the attenuation of

nitroaromatic groundwater contaminants by iron oxide nanoparticles. 

Optical and Photochemical Data of Prairie Wetlands collected in North Dakota and Minnesota from 2012-July to

2014-November

MaCabe, A. and W. Arnold - 2017

Surface water samples were collected from seven prairie pothole wetlands between 2012-

July and 2014-November. Optical and photochemical parameters of the samples were 

measured under controlled laboratory conditions. The data was collected to better

Stormwater management and Climatic Change: Vulnerability and Capacity for Adaptation in Urban and Suburban

Contexts

Moore, T.L., J.S. Gulliver, L. Stack and M.H. Simpson

Climatic Change, 138, 491-504, 2016.

Managing sormwater under climate uncertainty is a concern in both built-out communities and those continuing to undergo

land use change. In this sudy, a suite of climate change scenarios were developed to represent a probable range of change

in the 10-year recurrence interval design sorm.

Contribution of leaf litter to nutrient export during winter months in an urban residential watershed.

Bratt, A.R., J.C. Finlay, S.E. Hobbie, B.D. Janke and A.C. Wor 

Environmental Science & Technology 2017

Identifcation of non-point sources of nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) in urban sysems is 

imperative to improve water quality and better manage eutrophication. Winter contributions 

and sources of annual N and P loads from urban watersheds are poorly characterized in 

Permeable pavement in northern North American urban areas: research review and knowledge gaps

Weiss, P.T., M. Kayhanian, J.S. Gulliver and L. Khazanovich

International Journal of Pavement Engineering, In Press, 2016. 

A majority of exising permeable pavement insallations are related to parking lots and commercial areas with low speeds

and light trafc loads. During the pas two decades, a tremendous amount of progress has been made with regard to the

application of permeable pavements regarding mix design, hydrologic design, water quality assessment and maintenance

requirements.

Successful Resolution of Recurrent Closridium difcile Infection using Freeze-Dried, Encapsulated Fecal

Microbiota; Pragmatic Cohort Study

http://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/184899/Prairie_Wetland_Data_General_Information.docx%3Fsequence%3D2%26isAllowed%3Dy&hl=en&sa=X&scisig=AAGBfm2BlWc-TTy8k_RW7p100ZeirwU6Mw&nossl=1&oi=scholaralrt
http://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/184899/Prairie_Wetland_Data_General_Information.docx%3Fsequence%3D2%26isAllowed%3Dy&hl=en&sa=X&scisig=AAGBfm2BlWc-TTy8k_RW7p100ZeirwU6Mw&nossl=1&oi=scholaralrt
https://ideas.repec.org/a/spr/climat/v138y2016i3d10.1007_s10584-016-1766-2.html
https://ideas.repec.org/a/spr/climat/v138y2016i3d10.1007_s10584-016-1766-2.html
http://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28215078&hl=en&sa=X&scisig=AAGBfm0hfQ3oaG0sCC7kPM50ozKSTmsWIQ&nossl=1&oi=scholaralrt
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10298436.2017.1279482
http://www.nature.com/ajg/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/ajg20176a.html
http://www.nature.com/ajg/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/ajg20176a.html
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Staley, C., M.J.Hamilton, B.P Vaughn, C.T. Graiziger, K.M. Newman, A.J. Kabage, M.J. Sadowsky, and  A. Khoruts

American Journal of Gasroenterology 2017

Fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) is increasingly being used for treatment of recurrent Closridium difcile infection (R-

CDI) that cannot be cured with antibiotics alone. In addition, FMT is being invesigated for a variety of indications where

resoration or resructuring of the gut microbial community is hypothesized to be benefcial. We sought to develop a sable,

freeze-dried encapsulated preparation of sandardized fecal microbiota that can be used for FMT with ease and convenience

in clinical practice and research.

Efective Impervious Area for Runof in Urban Watersheds

Ebrahimian, A., J.S. Gulliver and B.N. Wilson

Hydrological Processes, 30, 3717-3729, 2016.

Efective impervious area (EIA), or the portion of total impervious area (TIA) that is hydraulically connected to the sorm

sewer sysem, is an important parameter in determining actual urban runof. EIA has implications in watershed hydrology,

water quality, environment, and ecosysem services. The overall goal of this sudy is to evaluate the application of

successive weighted leas square (WLS) method to urban catchments with diferent sizes and various hydrologic conditions

to determine EIA fraction.

Infltration Capacity of Roadside Filter Strips with Non-Uniform Overland Flow 

Garcia-Serrana, M., J.S. Gulliver and J.L. Nieber

Journal of Hydrology, 545, 451-462, 2017.

The side slope to a roadside swale (drainage ditch) consitutes a flter srip that has potential for infltration of road runof,

thereby serving as a sormwater quantity and quality control mechanism. A total of thirty-two tess were performed during

three seasons in four diferent highways located in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area, MN to analyze the infltration

performance of roadside flter srips and the efect of fractional coverage of water on infltration.

Insitute Profle: The Large Lakes Observatory and the Scientifc Study of the Large Lakes of Earth 

Robert Sterner, Steve Colman and Thomas Johnson  2017

Bulletin Limnology and Oceanography

LLO (Large Lakes Observatory) houses the necessary infrasructure and maintains the expertise needed to conduct sate-of-

the-art research on these vas inland seas. LLO scientiss have carried out major expeditions to the great lakes of the Eas

African Rift Valley, Lake Issyk Kul in central Asia, Lake Nicaragua, Lake Qinghai in China, Great Slave Lake in the Canadian

Arctic, as well as to smaller lakes throughout the world. At the same time, Lake Superior as headwaters of the Laurentian

Great Lakes continues to be a focus. The combination of its oceanographic approach and its global perspective on large

lakes makes LLO unique among limnological research insitutes in the world.

The Minnesota Technical Assisance Program  is actively seeking six metro-area businesses to hos summer intern

projects aimed at water conservation. A water conservation focused intern is a great opportunity for your facility to address

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/hyp.10839/pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022169416308216
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/lob.10156/abstract
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complex issues like water balances, water optimization, sewer access or srength charges, and water/energy coss.

Find out more at MnTAP's intern page www.mntap.umn.edu/intern, or contact Mick Jos: 612-624-4694 /

josx003@umn.edu. 
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Spring 2017 Upcoming Events
National Adaptation Forum - Action today for a better tomorrow

May 9-11-2017

St. Paul RiverCentre

Learn how to make your work climate-informed, share what you have learned with others, and develop a sronger network of

like-minded peers. Those who attend beneft from exposure to all aspects of the feld, professional development, and

information sharing through an innovative and comprehensive program featuring plenary sessions, symposia, working

groups, training sessions, exhibit booths, poser sessions, and networking events.

Aqua Chautauqua

Augus 12, 2017 

Otter Tail River Watershed, Fergus Falls

Part of the Watershed Education Program, in line with WEP's intent of providing "community leaders, citizens, and natural

resources professionals with knowledge and tools to make informed water and land use decisions to protect and resore the

integrity of Minnesota's lakes, rivers, and wetlands." The event will consis of multiple learning sations situated along the

banks of the river. 

 

Minnesota Water Resources Conference

October 17−18, 2017

Saint Paul RiverCentre

The Minnesota Water Resources Conference presents innovative, practical, and applied water resource engineering

solutions, management techniques, and current research about Minnesota’s water resources. The conference provides an
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opportunity to address: 1) lessons learned from the implementation of engineering projects, 2) bes practices discovered in

the design and application of water resource management techniques, 3) implications of water policy decisions, and 4)

research into current and emerging issues. The conference facilitates interaction among engineers, water resources

managers, researchers, and local, sate, and federal agency saf.

Submit an absract for the 2017 conference—deadline: May 5, 2017

Learn more about exhibiting at the 2017 conference
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